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Squiggle 6.0

Squiggle 6.0 Available now for immediate download.  Try it free for 30 days. 

*The Squiggle file may be downloaded now. Squiggle6Trial.exe this file is 11.7 MB. 

Create Hand Drawn Effects For Your CAD Drawings!

New 6.+ features add:

Ability to save Squiggle drawings as DWGs v 2.5~2006. 

Ability to save Squiggle drawings as PDF, DXF, EMF, WMF & SVG

Export to .bmp, gif, tiff, jpeg and  png

Squiggle now supports plot styles, tables, xrefs, hatches and more.

adds: Plot to scale / plot to Window  

Squiggle 4 was four programs in one. Each worth more than the price of admission. You would pay 
more for a "fast Red Lining Viewer". More for a  "Batch file plotter" . Where would you go to find a 
"vector to raster" converter that does plt, dxf , dwg and dwf? And of course an enhanced Squiggle!  
Squiggle 5's ability to convert back to .dwg solves many of the plotting issues with the older version. 

 

 We also have made life a bit easier by adding customizable Pen Templates so you can save those 
same pens and styles and apply them to other drawings, making your job more productive.

What Does Squiggle Do? 

Squiggle lets you combine different Squiggle styles into one image. You control which "pens" get Squiggled! (The house in the middle 
is not Squiggled.) 
 

  

Features 
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Use
Open AutoCAD 2006 and earlier DWG, DXF files 
Open HPGL and HPGL/2 plot files
Architectural Desktop object support
Squiggle by layer, pen or entire drawing
Modify styles by squiggle intensity
Simplified user-interface
 
Customise
Setup user interface preferences (toolbar, panels, ...)
Build custom squiggle styles
Save reusable style tables
Store common export settings
Override styles based on custom squiggle rules
 
Share
Save original or squiggled drawings as AutoCAD 2004* or earlier DWG, DXF files
Save multiple high-resolution image formats (BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG, TIFF)
Export multiple vector graphic formats (PDF, DWF, EMF, WMF, SVG)
Password protection (DWG, PDF, DWF)
 
More Print Options
Prints to scale
Fits to page
Plot style table support
Plot stamp
 
Ease of Use
Familiar, easy-to-learn interface
Simplified processing via the Squiggle control panel

* AutoCAD 2004, 2005 and 2006 all use the 2004 DWG file format

How Does Squiggle Work? 

Squiggle reads each file and allows the user to vary the width and/or color of each of up to 255 lines/pens and then to apply an 
unlimited number of "hand-drawn" styles to each line. Users can choose from 7 preset styles that range from "carefully sketched with a 
drafting pen" to "scribbled on the back of a napkin" and an unlimited number of easy-to-create custom styles. 

Each line is Squiggled independently and results are not precisely predictable--just like the human hand! Squiggle even lets you 
combine different Squiggle styles in one image. You control which "pens" get squiggled. Squiggled drawings can be sent to any 
Windows system printer, copied to the Windows Clipboard, or exported as raster, vector or pdf  files for import into other applications. 

Who Needs Squiggle? 

Architects, illustrators, ad designers, interior designers, urban planners, theatrical set designers, furniture manufacturers, mechanical 
designers, technical illustrators, industrial designers artists, and home hobbyists--all use Squiggle. 

What Applications Does Squiggle Work With? 

Squiggle works great with AutoCAD, AutoCAD LT, AutoSketch, ALLPLAN, Cadkey, CorelCAD, Corel VisualCADD, CorelDraw, 
DataCAD, DesignCAD, Draphix CAD, Drawbase, DynaCADD, EasyCAD, MicroStation, TurboCAD, or any CAD, drawing, or 
graphics application that outputs HPGL or HPGL/2 files. DXF files or DWG files.
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Feature Comparison

 
See how upgrading to Squiggle 6 can benefit you and your business. Compare the features and benefits of Squiggle 6 with the previous 
version.

Features Squiggle 5 Squiggle 6

Drawing Support Features

Open AutoCAD 2006 and earlier drawings
-

Open HPGL and HPGL/2 plot files

Save squiggled drawings as AutoCAD 2004* or earlier DWG, DXF files
-

Password protect DWGs
-

Architectural Desktop object support
-

Squiggle Control Features

Squiggle by layer, pen or entire drawing
-

Modify styles by squiggle intensity

Build custom squiggle styles

Save reusable style tables
-

Override styles based on entity type
-

Override styles based on minimum line length threshold
-

Plotting Features

Plot to scale
-

Plot window
-

Plot style table support
-

Plot stamp
-

Export Features

Save multiple high-resolution image formats

 BMP

 GIF

 JPEG
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 PNG

 TIFF

Export multiple vector graphic

 PDF
-

 DWF

 EMF
-

 WMF
-

 SVG

Store common export settings
-

* AutoCAD 2004, 2005 and 2006 all use the 2004 DWG file format

 

Squiggle 6.0 + bonus pack . . . . . . . . . . (list $179.00) $149.00(down load) 

Hard copy is available for $155 + shipping 

+ Bonus pack of 50 free Architectural Symbols only through Palisades Research, (furniture, 
fixtures, etc.)

++ You can select  either  885 Architectural symbols from our $99  library or our 100 
gorgeous trees and shrubs from our $89 library for only $19.95 additional.  

This offer is only available with a purchase or upgrade of Squiggle!

(Squiggle works with any  program that can output dwg ( v12 or higher), dxf or hpgl2 plot files.)

Call us at 1-800-556-2226 and we can unlock it so you do not have to pay shipping.

      

  

  

email info@aay.com 

Palisades Research 
869 Via De La Paz 
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Squiggle

Pacific Palisades, CA 90272 
USA 
tel. 310 459-7528 
fax. 310 459-9054 
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